
Color Codes Mark False Flags 
 
This will be part 4 in my series on that new iPad commercial called 
"Change is in the Air”, and in my last part, I went over some of my 
theories about the next false flag and I suggested that “MAST 
BROTHERS" refers to Minneapolis and Saint Paul, the Twin Cities. 
And I suggested also that Hoover Dam might be the location and 
February the 11th might be the date; however, some of you disagreed 
with me and some of you had some very interesting theories of your 
own.  
 
So, first I would like to read what anonymous subscriber sent to me as 
an email and he said, "So far as Hoover Dam is concerned, I agree 
with you. I think that is unlikely due to exposure but it still could 
happen. However, what I wanted to write about today is your analysis 
of "MAST BROTHERS”. I believe it is wrong. I do not believe that that it 
has anything to do with Minneapolis or Saint Paul."  
 

 
 
Okay, let's see you prove your point, Mister anonymous subscriber. 
And here's what he says: "The Illuminati are not saying “MAST 
BROTHERS", they are saying “Masked Brothers."  Well, that sounds 
very interesting. "It sounds virtually identical. They are referring to the 
Hebdo Massacre. It was supposedly carried out by the Kaouchi 
brothers who were masked at that time." You may be onto something 
there. "This is the 'Illuminati laughing at us, rubbing our noses in it' like 
you said in an earlier video." 
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Okay now, Mister anonymous subscriber, you make an excellent point 
and now here are some verifications from this new iPad video to what 
you are suggesting.  
 

   
 
Quite a few of my subscribers have pointed out that the words on that 
bumper on the military truck, which opens this iPad commercial are in 
French, West and North. That supports your theory, anonymous, that 
this commercial is a prediction of the Charlie Hebdo massacre. Quite a 
few others have suggested that the numbers suggest latitude and 
longitude, however, another one of my subscribers has a much more 
interesting theory. 
 
This is what End Times Matrix News writes: "This will explain 893354. 

If you look up the number it's a codex for the color 
shown at the Grammys." This is extremely 
interesting news, and as you can see, Katy Perry, for 
example, at the Grammys, wore her purple colored 
wig when she gave the satanic hand sign.  
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And if you go to the color code website, as End 
Times Matrix News suggest, this is the color you get 

when you type in those numbers, 893354 and as he said, that purple 
was prominent at the Grammys and also at the Charlie Hebdo 
massacre.  

 
Not only were the streets and the banners decorated 
in purple but the news programs also featured the 
color purple. Even the "Je suis Charlie" signs were 
very often printed up in the color of purple. Are the 
Illuminati beginning to color code their false flag 
events? Was purple the appointed color for the 
Charlie Hebdo massacre?  
 



 
And does this support my anonymous subscriber’s, claim that this iPad 

commercial "Change is in the Air” is also a 
blueprint for the Charlie Hebdo massacre? 
And, one more very interesting note. This 
iPad commercial, the second one, "Change 
is in the Air", was published on YouTube 
December the 7th, precisely one month 
before the massacre in Paris. However, I 
am not totally backing down from my 
position. I am beginning to agree with you, 
Mister anonymous subscriber, that this is a 
prophecy of the Charlie Hebdo false flag 
attack but I also believe it predicts another 

one coming to the United States and I base that on this backup song 
by The Orwells called "Who Needs You".  

 

And I want to read the lyrics to this song 
because they show that it is anti-American 
and why iPad would choose a song like this 
to sell iPads ought to wake you people up. 
This commercial is not about selling 
iPads. "You better toss your bullets, you 
better hide your guns."  Of course that's 

against the Second Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. "You better help the children, let 'em have some fun,” by 
fun they mean breaking the Ten Commandments, "You better count 
your blessings, kiss your mom and pa, you better burn the flag cause it 
ain't against the law. You better pledge allegiance, you're not the only 
one. Listen up forefathers, I'm not your son." And of course they are 
putting down the founding fathers of the United States. "You better 
save the country, you better pass the flask, you better join the army, I 
said no thank you dear old Uncle Sam,” and of course Uncle Sam as 
everyone knows is a symbol for the United States.  

 

 
So, my next question is: Will this proposed false flag event, as 
described in this iPad commercial, be color-coded like the Charlie 
Hebdo massacre? And will that color be orange like the orange 
pumpkin we see smashed on the ground into a target? This sure looks 
like a bomb falling, if you ask me.  
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Now as I had been predicting all along, this false flag attack in the 
United States either has two locations or two aspects to the same 
event. In addition to the explosive pumpkin falling on the target, there's 
also this very, what I would call smoky event, and notice that it is also 
orange.  
 

 
 
Now some of my subscribers have said that it might not just be smoky, 
it could be possibly a gas attack or could be possibly a nuclear fallout 
and I agree, it could be any of those possibilities. Remember, the 
name of this commercial is "Change is in the Air". And I'm sure you will 
remember this scene from the iPad commercial called "Your Verse” of 
a naked woman giving birth and at the 6 o'clock position we see a little 
stick figure, whom I call the Antichrist, the little horn of Bible prophecy. 
 

 
 
And we see a sun which would indicate an explosion and we see 
smoke beside the sun and in the clouds, that would indicate two 
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different events. And we see the same two events in this storm chaser 
scene from "Your Verse”.  
 

 
 
We see the GPS type image of weather which would indicate the 
explosive type event, and we see the clouds, the threatening clouds in 
the sky which would indicate either the nuclear fallout or the poison 
gas attack or some kind of smoky event. 
 
And of course, I never like to leave you without a solution to the 
problem and I'm going to give you Almighty God's solution and that is 
Mary's Rosary. Mary's Rosary is the weapon Jesus will use to defeat 
Satan and the Antichrist just as David chose five, smooth pebbles 
against Goliath. And I want to warn Jonathan Kleck and TheGroxt: You 
had better get off that sinking ship of attacking Mary and the rosary. 
Your ministries will go down along with that sinking ship if you don't 
begin to honor the Blessed Mother of our Lord, Jesus Christ. 
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